
On September 7, Åsa Eriksson defends her PhD thesis in gender studies "Resisting feminised precarity. Farm workers in post-strike Western Cape, South Africa".

Time: September 7 2018, 1-3 pm
Venue: Nordenskiöldsalen, Geovetenskapens Hus, Svante Arrhenius väg 12

External examiner/Opponent: Irene Molina, professor at Centre for Multidisciplinary Studies on Racism at Uppsala University.

This dissertation seeks to contribute to the body of research on gender, neoliberal globalisation and work, and on the forms of resistance people engage in within a deeply unequal global order. It was devised in relation to developments during and after widespread, unprecedented labour and social protests among farm workers in export-oriented agriculture in the Western Cape, South Africa, 2012–2013.